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Cold dark matter predicts an abundance of dark matter structure



Cold dark matter predicts an abundance of dark matter structure



What happens when a  
halo is near an image? 



Size of the source determines the relevant 
 angular scales



What about a full population of halos? 
Subhalos + LOS viewed in projection



What about a full population of halos? 
Subhalos + LOS with multi-plane lensing



What about a full population of halos? 
Subhalos + LOS with multi-plane lensing

How can we extract information from strong lenses  
while accounting for these complicated  

effects (among others)? 
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CDM WDM

First science case:  
CDM versus WDM



Both the number of halos (top left) and their concentrations (top right) 
are suppressed below a characteristic mass scale in WDM

First science case:  
CDM versus WDM



First science case:  
CDM versus WDM

See also Hsueh et al. 2020

Model accounts for: 
1) subhalos + LOS halos with full  

multi-plane ray tracing 
2) Flux ratios computed with finite-size  

background sources 
3) Effects of WDM free-streaming on mass  

function and concentration-mass relation 
4) Host halo mass and redshift effects on  

subhalo mass function 
5) Marginalization over the lens macromodel 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1908.06983.pdf
Adapted from Gilman et al. 2020a



Adapted from Gilman et al. 2019b

First science case:  
CDM versus WDM

See also Hsueh et al. 2020

Model accounts for: 
1) subhalos + LOS halos with full  

multi-plane ray tracing 
2) Flux ratios computed with finite-size  

background sources 
3) Effects of WDM free-streaming on mass  

function and concentration-mass relation 
4) Host halo mass and redshift effects on  

subhalo mass function 
5) Marginalization over the lens macromodel 

See also  

on arXiv ~1 week ago



Second science case:  
CDM concentration-mass relation

Less concentrated  
halos are less  
efficient gravitational 
lenses

ρcentral ∝
c3

log(c)

Concentration encodes the  
assembly history of  
hierarchical structure,  
primordial P(k)

between 10^6 - 10^10 solar masses



Results consistent with CDM on  
sub-galactic scales

Amount of substructure

c (M, z) = c0 (1 + z)ζ ( σ (M, z)
σ (108,0) )

−β

Where sigma = variance of  
P(k) on lagrangian 
radius R(M)

Adapted from Gilman et al. 2020b
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1909.02573.pdf



Third science case:  
Substructure and TDCOSMO

How do populations of dark matter halos influence inferences of H0? 
 
 

Could the presence of line of sight halos lead to  
redshift-dependence in the inferred H0?



Method

First create a simulated analog of a real  
TDCOSMO lens that includes substructure

True system analyzed by  
Shajib et al. 2019



Method

First create a simulated analog of a real  
TDCOSMO lens that includes substructure

Substructure in the mock  
lens model



Method

Fit the mock lens with a smooth lens model like is done in TDCOSMO



Method

Compute the time delays and infer H0… repeat 200 times per system



Method

Compare the H0 inference 
from model with 
substructure to  

baseline model with no 
substructure keeping all 

else fixed; attribute 
additional uncertainties to 

substructure



Results: bias in H0  

No evidence that ignoring 
substructure biases H0 from 
lensing



Results: additional uncertainty in H0  

From analytic arguments assuming point-
mass subhalos (Keeton, Moustakas 2009)

δt ∼ fsub ∼ Nhalos



Results: additional uncertainty in H0  

From analytic arguments assuming point-
mass subhalos (Keeton, Moustakas 2009)

δt ∼ fsub ∼ Nhalos

δH0 ∼
δt

Δtmax

When including the line of sight contribution: Nhalos ∼ volume

δH0
?≈

V
Δtmax

so… 



δH0
?≈

V
tmax

HE0435

PG1115
WFI2033

DESJ0408

B1608
RXJ1131

“Rule of thumb” scaling 

For supernova Refsdal  
system we find 

δH0 = 2.1 %

δH0 = (∑ δH−2
0(i))

−0.5
∼ 0.5 %

For TDCOSMO sample:



Thanks for listening/reading! 
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